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A FAST CARRY BINARY ADDER

INTR,ODUCTION

The Need for Speed_ en4 Reliability

In modern high speed electronic digital computers

there is a need for faster and more accurate computing

capabilities. This need is a result of the increasing

number and complexity of problems being solved by com-

puters.

One of the more important parts of most modern sci-

entific electronic digital computers is the adder, or

accumulator, as it is sometimes call-ed. In machines such

as the Galaxy computer, the adder is used in nearl-y every

operation. These include addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, and the determination of storage lo-

cations in the magnetic core memory.

Because the adder is used so often, its speed of

operation and reliability have a direct effect on the

operating speed and reliability of the computer. Eor

this reason, the adder design, both logical and elec-

tronic, has stressed operating speed and reliability,

rather than a minimum number of components.



The fnstitute for Aclyanced Stu4y AdQeE

In 1955, Gilchrist, Pomerene, and Wong, (2) des-

cribed an adder carry system for the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study computer. This computer was to be a vacuum

tube computer with a parallel arj-thmetic unit and a three

step add operation. The carry system described by the

authors was used for the second step of the add operation.

It used separate lines for one and zero carries.

The system, as described, took advantage of the fact

that the average length of the longest carry in the addi-

tion of two operands is much shorter than the length of

the two operands (1, p. 10) (3) (7). For the 40 biL oper-

and used, the average length of the longest carry en-

countered is about 5.6 bits. Thus, the average carry

propagation time was about l/7 of the time required to

propagate a carry 40 bits.

To determine when the carry step had been completed,

a long AND gate, which sampled the carry line at each bit

position, was used. !{hen a carry was present at each bit

position the earry step was complete and the third step

of the add was started"



The Manchester Adder

Kilburn, Edwards, and Aspinal have described the

adder system used in the ATLAS computer at Manchester

University, Manchester, England (4, p. 573-584). AILAS

is a transistorized computer which uses surface barrier

transistors in the arithmetic section.

The adder circuit uses a single carry line which has

two operating voltage leve1s. Ttre carry line is held at

the zero leve1 until an operate pulse is received. It

then assumes a one or a zero level, as determined by the

operands and the incoming carry. The operate signals

must last long enough for the adder logic and carry gates

to operate, and for the carry to propagate the full length

of the adder. The sum is gated into one of the operand

registers by a pulse which is long enough to allow the

register to receive it, but not long enough to allow the

sum to propagate back through the adder, thereby creating

a new sum.

An add time of 2OO ns for a 20 bit test adder was

achieved. No attempt was made to determine exactly when

each add had been completed.



Tle Argonne El<lqL

Salter has described the adder used in the Argonne

National Laboratory FLItr Arithmetic Unit (9) " This unit

is a transistorized parallel arithmetic unit which is

used with their vacuum tube computer, GEORGE.

This adder uses a single 3 level carry l_ine which is

activated when the operands are presented to the adder.

Since most of the add time is taken by the paralleI cir-

cuits, (those in each bit which operate simultaneously)

and not by the serial carry propagation, no attempt j-s

made to determine when the carries have been completed.

The maximum length add time is used for aII additions.

The add time for a 68 bit adder was 23O ns.

THE LOGICAL DESIGN OF THE GALAXY FAST CARRY ADDER

Logica.l Arrangement

The logical design of the Galaxy Fast Carry Adder

was described in a paper by Phillips entitled, "A Logical

Design for an Asynchronous Parallel Adder', (5, p. 1-13).

The design uses separate transmission lines for ones

and zeros at the inputs, for the carry line, and for ttte
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output. This double rail system, as it i-s called, is nec-

essary in onder to achieve completely asyheh::ooous trmtng.

The double-rail system also has other advantages, as will

be explained later.

A logical block diagram of one bit of the adder is

shown in Fig. l-. The double rail operand inputs, A and B,

are made at the two operand comparison circuits, which

determine the equality or non-equality of the operands.

E ana E represent zero inputs while A and B represent

ones" If the operands are equal, a one or a zero carry

will be generated and gates 3 and 4 will- be turned on. If

the operands are unegual, the carry gates, gates 1 and 2,

and gates 5 and 6 will be turned on. Al1 of these gates

are deactivated when one or both of the operands are re-

moved"

When the carry arrives from the preceding bit posi-

tion, it will pass through the gates that have been

turned on by the operands. In the case where the carry

is present before the operands (as in the least signifi-

cant bit position) it merely waits until- the gates are

turned on, and then propagates through them.

After the incoming carry has passed through one of
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the gates 3, 4n 5, or 6, it appears as Lhe sum at the

output of the adder.

In order to determine when the add has been com-

pleted, the output of each bit of the adder is sampled

by a large AIrID gate. In order to improve the noise im-

munity of the adder, this AND gate is designed to respond

only when there is a single output at each bit..

If it is necessary to save the carry out of the most

significant bit of the adder, the carry line out of that

bit can be included as one of the inputs to the long AIiID

gate. rn this case, a circuit similar to the one used at

the sum outputs could be used to sample the carry 1ine.

Design Advantages and Disadvantages

This design is different in many respects from each

of the designs mentioned earlier. rt arso has a number

of advantages over aII of them

Faster transistors and improved circuit design have

reduced the operating times of the portions of each bit

of the adder that operate in para11el, so a 1arger por-

tion of the total addition time is required for the carry

propagation. This is true even though the operating
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speed of the carry line has been increased. This in

effect means that there will be a significant difference

between the average add time and the maximum add time.

It becomes advantageous, therefore, to make the adder

an asynchronous unit and let it time its own completion.

To do this, it is necessary to use a transmission

system with three or more states. These states would be

a one state, a zero state, and a no operand state. This

can be done by using a single transmission line with

three stable voltage levels. This system does not work

well as tolerances become hard to control. Saturated

transistors are basically two state devices, so it be-

comes necessary to convert from two levels to three

levels and then back to two levels in many cases.

In the double rail system, ones and zeros are trans-

mitted on separate two-state transmission lines. The

added complexity of this system over the single two-

state transmission system is the biggest disadvantage of

this transmission system. It more than doubles the num-

ber of transistors required. The Galaxy adder requires

35 transistors per bit, while the Argonne adder requires

only 12 transistors per bit (9).
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Increasing the number of components also increases

the probability of component failure. This is the only

other significant disadvantage of this system.

The component r-lnreliability is more than offset by

the improved operating reliability and noise immunity

offered by the double-rail system over the single line

system. A close examination of the adder logic will show

that almost any stray noise signal in the adder or on the

transmission ]ines into the adder wirl result in both a

one and a zero sum being present at one or more bit posi-

tions. Since the add complete signal is generated only

when one or the other, but not both of the outputs are

present, the computer wil_I wait until the stray signal

has disappeared and the proper sum is present before it

continues. If the stray signal is due to some component

failure, and persists, the computer will remain locked

in the add step, and the error will be apparent to the

operator. This feature is not present in any of the

previously mentioned systems.
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THE FAST CARRY LINE

A Comparison with the Hal-E_-.A<1<1er

One of the more commonly used adder systems is the

half adder system (6, p" 22). First, a partial sum and

a carry are formed from the two operand inputs. Then the

partial sum and the carry from the previous bit position

are used as inputs to a second half adder which forms the

final sum and a carry" The carries from the two half

adders are combined, and sent on to the next bit position.

This adder is also known as a ripple carry adder.

In the half adder system a carry must travel through

several circuits in each bit position. A carry which

must propagate through an adder with N bits, each having

a delay D, will require a time equal to N times D to reach

the end of the carry l-ine 
"

If such an adder were constructed using circuits

similar to those used in the Galaxy Fast Carry Adder, a

delay time of 20 ns per bit might be expected. This

means that a 49 bit adder of the hal-f adder type would

require nearly one microsecond just to propagate the

carry.
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The principal advantage of the single transistor gate

used in each bit position of the fast carry line should

now be apparent" trnstead of a 20 ns delay in each bit

position, there is a delay in the order of I ns. This

means that a carry can propagate the fuII length of the

49 bit adder in less than 50 ns, or 20 times faster than

in the half adder system.

Operation of thq Ca{ry Line

The carry line described by Phillips consists of two

separate transmission lines i one for zero carries and the

other for one carries" Each line has three separate parts

in each bit position. These are, in the order that a

carry would encounter them, a carry sampling point, a

carry gate, and a carry insertion point. At the carry

sampling point, the incoming carry is sampled and ampli-

fied for use in forming the sum" The carry gate is ej-ther

left open or is closed, depending on the operands. The

carry insertion point is the point at which a generated

carry is placed on the carry line.

If a truth tabte of all of the combinations of two

operands and a carry is constructed, it can be shown that
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the outgoing carry can be determined without the aid of

the incoming carry" If the operands are unequal (see

Table I, lines 1 through 4), the outgoing carry is not

uniquely determined, but is determined to be the same as

the carry in. If the two operands are equal (see Table 1,

lines 5 through B), the outgoing carry is uniquely deter-

mined, and is, in fact, equal to the operands.

Adder Truth Table

Table 1

If the operands are unequal, then the carry gate is

turned on. Once the gate is o[, the propagation delay

through it is about I ns.

If the operands are equal, a carry is generated and

placed on one of the carry lines. Because of the circuits

used, this operation is faster than turning on a carry

gate.

Sum
I
I
0
0
0
I
0
I

C out
0

0
1

I
0
0
I
l-

Cin
0
0

1
1

0
1

0
I

B
0
1

0
1
0
0
I
1

A
t
0
I
0
0
0
1
I
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The Ca-rry Line Amplifier

The fact that the carry gates are not zero impedance

conductors when they are turned on presents somewhat of a

problem. If enough adder bits are cascaded, the load

currents in the first few gates become quite large. h/hen

this happens, the voltage drops across the gates soon add

up to a voltage comparable to the carry signal voltage.

This problem can be overcome by placing amplifiers in

the carry lines. AIl of the carry systems discussed

earlier used periodic current amplification or voltage

level restoration. Both of the transistor circuits used

emitter-forlower current amplifiers which were connected

so that they helped offset the voltage drop of the carry

gates. These emitter-followers helped reduce the load

currents, but failed to compensate completely for the

voltage drops.

The saturated carry gate transistors used in the

Galaxy carry line have a higher voltage drop than those

used in the earlj-er circuits (4) (9) . This is because it

was found necessary to compromise voltage drop in order to

gain increased operating speed.
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Ideally the transistor should display very short

operating times, very 1ow saturated voltage drop, reason-

ably high forward current gain, very low inverted current

gain, and a reasonable price.

In general, the first two requj-rements cannot be met

best by any one transistor type. The diffused transistors

are faster and the alloyed transistors have lower satur-

ated voltage drops. The third requirement is met by most

transistors. The fourth requirement favors the diffused

types. It woul-d be possible to have some manufacturer

select special transistors from his regular production

items that would fu1fill the first four of these require-

ments, but due to the limited quantity of these tran-

sistors used, the last requirement would probably not be

met.

The transistors chosen for the carry gates are a

germanium epitaxial mesa type which have a higher satur-

ated voltage drop than the ones used in the carry lines

described earlier. For this reason, periodic voltage

amplification as well as current amplification is needed.

The circuit used will be described 1ater.
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The tverage Maximum Carry _Lsrlgth

Hendrickson (3) and Reitwiesner (7) have both shown

that the average maximum carry length resulting from the

addition of two randomly arranged operands can be approxi-

mated by

""rrn 
- 

'og2 
(5N/4)

where N is the number of bits in the operands. This

approximation holds only for operands longer than about

10 bits. At lower values of N, the value of 
".,r, 

given

by the above relation is slightly l_ower than the correct

value.

For a 49 bit adder, the value ot 
".rn 

t" 5.93. fhis

means that the maximum carry delay time will be 8.3 times

as long as the average carry delay time. Comparing this

with the values for the 40 bit carry line given earlier

indicates that the longer the carry line is, the more

time can be saved by making the add operation an asynchro-

nous operation.
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THE ADDER CIRCUIT

Circuit DeEcriptien

A second block diagram of the adder is shown in

Fig. 2. This diagram is slanted more to the circuitry

than the diagram shown in Fig. 1. Some of the blocks of

Fig. t have been shown in more detail so that a better

representation of the circuit blocks is obtained. The

values of the components in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are shown

in Appendix II.

The blocks in Fig" 2 labeled AND +1 and AIiID #2 are

identical circuits, which, when taken together with the

OR #I block, constitute the A = B block of Fig. 1" Simi-

larly, the identical circuits, AND #3 and AND #4, with

the OR #2 block form the A = B block of Fig. 1. The

carry generators, 1eve1 shift, inverter, gate drivers,

sampling amplifiers, and sum inverters are all circuit

elements necessary to obtain proper voltage and current

1eve1s and signal polarities, and play no logical role

in the adder. The rest of the blocks correspond directly

to those in Fig. 1.

The AND #1 block is made up of T' T2, T3, *4, *1,



CARRY
OUT

Figure 2. Adder Circuit Block Diagram
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*2, and Rr, ds shown in Fig, 3. The circuit consisting

of T' T2, T3, and R, is a circuit which was developed by

Ruegg and Beeson (8, p. 1-12). ftre authors have named

this circuit Transistor-Transistor Logic, ot f2t.

The features of this circuit are simplicity, very

fast operation, and low power dissipation. The gating

transistors, tI and Tr, are in the saturated condition at

all times. The result of this is that most of the delay

of this circuit is due to the inverter transistor, T3.

This delay is kept low by providing a 1ow impedance cur-

rent sink for the inverter reverse base current. Tran-

sistor T. is a second inverter.
4

The OR #1 block is made up of Dr, D2, *7, and Trr.

The diodes form the OR function, while the emitter-follower

supplies sufficient current to operate the sum gates.

R, provides a path for any leakage current from ,Il, and

also aids in turning off Ttt.

The AND #3 block consists of Tl2, T13, TL4, and Rr.

The operation of this circuit is identical to the opera-

tion of the AND #1 circuit. The OR #2 block is formed by

connecting together the collectors of T* and Trr.

R9, RlO, D3, and T* form the 1eve1 shift circuit.
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Figure 3" Adder Circuit Diagram, Part 1
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A zener diode is used because the level- shift required is

larger than that which could be easily obtained by a re-

sistor level shift circuit"

In the circuit, ,l_g saturates to provide a stable

output voltage" t'his is necessary to maintain adequate

control of the carry gate base current. Resistor RrO

provides both base current for T* and a sma1l amount of

current necessary to maintain a large voltage drop across

D3" R, provides enough current to raise the base of TIB

up to -1 volt when both T, and fr' are off"

*14, Rl-5, R16, ,4,,5, ,6,and T* form the inverter

circuit. D4 is a decoupling diode which allows the coI-

lectors of ,1, and TrU to swing as far as required by the

leve1 shift circuit. *ta, Rl6, and D, constitute a level

shift circuit which compensates for the voltage drop of

D4.

Resistor RrU provides enough current to drive two

sum gates. Diode DU clamps the collector of T19 to in-

sure that the voltage level does not go too high.

One of the carry line circuits is made up of Cr, *11,

R17, R19, D7, T1o, T2o, *2L, *24, ..d T26, ds shown in

Fig. 4. These components form the carry gate, gate
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driver, sampling amplifier, and carry generator"

The sampling amplifier consists of two emitter-

followers and one resistor" The amplifier provides

enough current to operate the sum gates without excess-

ively loading the carry l-ine. The carry generator is an

emitter-follower wtrich provides enough current to propa-

gate a carry as far as the next earry amplifier. Both of

these circuits effectively isolate the carry l_ine from

the rest of the adder circuit.

The base current for the carry gate (*ZO) is sup-

plied by the gate driver, T2L. This driver is a non-

saturating current sink with a very high collector im-

pedance. This high impedance base current sink provides

a constant base current for TrO without using a large

voltage between the emitter of TrO and the emitter of Trr.

The capacitor Cl is used to provide a high initial

base current from Tzo. This causes Tro to saturate faster

than it would with the steady-state base current.

The heavy initial current would tend to cause t2I to

saturate if the carry line could reach a low enough vol-

tage level. This condition is undesirable, as it lowers

the collector impedance of t^ and causes a carry
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propagating down the line to be delayed untiL ,2, can be

pu1led out of saturatj-on. Diode D, clamps the carry line

at some voltage level higher than that required to allow

TZt to saturate, thus preventing TZL from saturating. ,l

also offers a low impedance current path for the initial

surge caused by Cf.

Resistor R, provides a current path for the current

leaking through TrO from collector to emitter. This leak-

age occurs when T, is not taking current from r2O,a

carry is being generated by TIO, and no carry is being

received on the line. These conditions occur if the con-

ditions of line six or line seven of the Adder Truth

Table, Table 1, are met. lVhen these conditions are met,

the collector of TrO may be as much as 3.5 volts more

positive than the emitter of TZO. With the collector 3.5

volts more positive than the emitter, the collector-base

junction is forward biased, and there is some leakage

current through the back biased emitter-base junction.

Under these conditions, the transistor is operating

in what is called the inverted mode. In this mode, base

current flow is from collector to base. A current whose

magnitude is equal to the product of the base current and
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the inverted transistor beta flows from collector to

emitter. The inverted beta is defined by the equation,

Beta inverse = l1e*4!et
Ar-

.base

Since there is no current flowing through T2L, the

emitter-base leakage current wiIl be the base current.

ftris leakage current multiplied by one plus beta inverse

will flow from'the emitter of TZO. Without a low im-

pedance path for this reverse conduction current the

carry line voltage would rise to levels comparable to

those of a carry. R., - provides the necessary conduction

path.

Transistors TZg, T2g, T3O, and T, and the resistors

*21, *22, *23, and Rrn constitute the sum gates. Tran-

sistors T, and T* are the sum inverters. The operand

comparison circuit outputs, W and Z, appear at the bases

of the sum gates. The incoming carries appear at the

emitters.

The sum gates act as current switches and operate in

a manner similar to the operatj-on of T, and Tr. The gate

base current is either used as the sum inverter base
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or is shunted to ground by the emitter-follower= T26 and

TZl. It is necessary to have both a carry, represented

by a positive voltage of 1 or 2 volts on the sum gate

emitters, and a signal from the operand comparison cir-

cuits, represented by a current to the bases of the sum

gates, to turn on the sum inverters.

fhe sum comparison circuit is shown in Fig. 4 and

consists of cy c4, R25, R26' R27' R2g' T34' and TaU.

Under conditions of no sum or of both one and zero sums,

the emitters and bases of Trn and TrU will be at approxi-

mately the same voltage level. If one of the emitters is

one volt or more below the other, then its base-emitter

junction will be forward biased, and the transistor will

saturate, thereby pulling down the output.

Base current for Trn is provided by R* and Rr' and

base current for Trr, by R26 and Rrr. Ca and Cn provide

transient current paths to speed up operation of Trn and

T:S. RZI and R* provide some isolation between the two

sum outputs.

The carry amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 5. One

of these amplifiers is necessary for every 9 carry gates.

Ihe amplifier provides both current and voltage gain and
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is shown connected as a gated amplifier, This allows one

amplifier to be used in every tenth bit position.

Diode D, gives a voltage level shift which allows

Tge to saturate. Base current for Tra is provided by RZg.

TSO is a current amplifier, used to establish an input

voltage 1eve1 and to provide sufficient current for opera-

tion of the amplifier without heavily loading the carry

1ine.

Iransistot T39 is a grounded base voltage amplifier.

!{hen TrU j-s saturated, T:g is also saturated and the

emitter voltage of ,4, is 1ow enough to be clamped by

diode D, of Fig. 4. Vlhen the emitter voltage of TrU is

raised to about +I volt, the base current of T39 is

shifted to the clamp diode ,It. tr{hen this happens, R34

puI1s the col-lector of T3g and the base of Tn, up until

,qZ saturates. The current necessary to drive a carry

through nine more gates is then provided by ,AZ. R, and

,tg establish a clamping voltage for clamp diode ,tt.

Gating is accomplished by placing the base and

collector of T* in paraIle1 with those of Trr. It is

then necessary to raise the emitters of both T* and T*

to about +1 volt to obtain an output from TAZ. The gating
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transj-stors are controlled by the operand comparison cir-

cuits, ds were the carry gates.

worgt qeEe;LeFign

A worst case design procedure was used to assure

circuit operation under al-1 forseeable variations of

circuit parameters. If circuit component parameters stay

within the specified limits, the circuit is guaranteed to

work"

Worst case design techniques produce a more con-

servative circuit design than the statistical design

techniques that are sometimes used" Statistical design

methods would have been difficult to use in this case

because knowledge of the component parameter distributions

was unobtainable"

Component tol-erances were obtained from two sources,

manufacturers literature and component tests. The tol-er-

ances are those which were established for use in all of

the Galaxy circuit designs" The component tests were

performed by members of the Galaxy group.

' AII of the resistors used in the adder are + 5/o,

L/4 waLL, hot molded carbon" An additional- variation of
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! 5% must be added to the initial variation to allow for

thermal changes and changes due to aging" T,his results

in a resistor tolerance of t LO%, To stay within this

tolerance, the resistors must be operated weII within

their voltage and power ratings"

The capacitors used in the circuits are ceramic disc

types with tolerances of + 2O%. The capacitor values

used in the adder are not critical. The values were

determined by experimentation rather than calculation.

Transistor and diode parameter variations were ob-

tained from manufacturers specifications and from exten-

sive tests" A minimum current gain of ten was assumed

for mosL of the saturating silicon transistors. Other

current gains used were 20 and 40 for non-saturating

silicon emitter-followers and 10 and 40 respectively for

saturating and non-saturating germanium transistors.

The carry gates have a variable minimum current gain de-

pending on how many gates are turned on at one time.

Current gains of up to 40 were allowed.

Leakage currents have been ignored in most of the

circuits" This is possj-b1e because of the silicon tran-

sistors used, because of the limited temperature range,
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and because most of the current levels are high and im-

pedances are low. The only place that leakage is a prob-

Iem is in the carry gates, where germanium transistors

are used. Adequate compensation is made for this current,

however 
"

Because this adder is part of what amounts to a

laboratory instrument, the temperature variations ex-

pected are rather smal1. The effects of temperature are

included as part of the component tolerances. Operation

is assured over a range of 25o to 50o centigrade.

Operating Spe"eds

In addition to one bit in breadboard form, three bits

of the adder were constructed in the finat form used in

the Galaxy computer. The following speed tests were run

on these three bits"

A number of tests were necessary to determine com-

pletely the characteristics of the adder. In aII of the

following photographs of oscilloscope traces, the hori-

zontal calibration is 5 ns per division. The vertical

soale is 1 volt per division. A11 photos were taken with

a Tektronix type C-12 camera from a Tektronix RM43
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oscilloscope" A fype N plug in unit with an active probe

was used for the measurements. The rise time of the

measuring system was less than 1 ns"

Fig" 6 shows the operating time of the operand eom*

parison circuits and the carry generator. fLre first

operand was present before the test started. The lower

trace is the output of one carry 1ine. In this test two

like operands were used, so a carry was generated and the

carry gates remained inactivated.

This test gives two significant results. First, it

shows that if a carry is being generated, it will be on

the carry line some L2 or 13 ns after the operands enter

the adder. Second, this is also the time at which the

signal from the operand comparison circuits reaches the

sum gates.

Fig. 7 shows the operating time of the sum gates and

the sum inverters. The upper trace shows a carry enter-

ing one bit. The lower trace is the sum output of the bit.

Due to the nature of the sum gates, nearly all of the

delay is due to the inverter, The delay in this case was

about 5 ns" For this test, the two operands were present

before the carry arrived"
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Figure 6. Carry Genoretion Dclay

Figure 7. Sum Formrtlon Dclay
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Because the sum gates do not contribute appreciabl-y

to the circuit delay, it makes littl-e difference whether

the second signal to reach them is the one that appears

on the gate emitters or the one that appears on the bases.

The upper trace could just as well have been the signal

from the operand comparison circuits. The sum is present

at the output of the adder 5 ns after the second of these

two signals arrives.

The operating delay time of one bit is therefore the

sum of the delays of Figs" 6 and 7. This assumes that

the cariry is present before the signal from the operand

comparison circuits. This delay is 13 to 15 ns.

Another time delay that is of interest is the time

required to operate the carry gates. This delay is shown

in Fig. 8. In this test the incoming carry and the first

operand were present before the second operand. Ttre

operands were unequal, so the carry gates were set.

The upper trace shows the second operand entering

the adder. The lower trace shows the carry out of the

bit. flre lengthy delay is caused by the carry gate. It

is not so fast a transistor as the NPN tlpes used else-

where. The delay is between 20 and 25 ns. Itre sma1l
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peak which occurs 10 ns after the input is due to a carry

being generated in the next bit. The generated carry is

capacitively coupled through the carry gate of that bit,

even though it is not turned on" This signal is not large

enough to give a sum output, however.

Because only three bits of the adder were finished,

it was impossible to obtain measurements of the carry line

delay from them. A ten bit carry line was consLructed for

this purpose. The line was operated by a pulse generator.

The line consisted of nine carry gates and one gated

carry amplifier. Realistic input signals were obtained

by placing a second gated amplifier at the front end of

the line. The line was built with all of the resistors,

diodes, and emitter-followers shown connected to it in

Fig. 4. This was done to make this as realistic a test

as possible.

The delay time as shown in Fig. 9 is about 15 ns.

Of this time, 10 ns is due to the gate delay and 5 ns to

the amplifier. Ttre upper trace is the signal into the

first of the nine gates. The ripple on the upper part of

the trace is due to an oscillating emitter-follower. The

emitter-followers used in the adder tend to oscillate
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when they are operated with very long leads, ds they were

in this test. This oscil-lation can be suppressed by using

additional capacitors and shortening lead lengths. The

lower trace is the output of the amplifier.

The actual delay time of the amplifier is shown in

Fig. I0" The upper trace is the carry at the output of

the ninth gate, and the lower trace is the output of the

amplifier. The delay is about 5 ns.

As can be seen, the amplifier re-shapes the carry

signal. The re-shaping takes place wherr th" amplrfrer

gating transisto, T39 (Fig. 5) is clamped and turned off.

This clamping action makes the shape of the amplifier

output signal almost entirely independent of the shape of

the input signal.

Using the delay times presented, it is now possible

to predict some operating times for the complete adder.

Three operating times are pertinent. These are the mini-

mum, average, and maximum add times.

The minimum add time occurs when each bit has operand

inputs that are equal to each other. When this condition

occurs, Do carry gates are operated, and a carry is gener-

ated in each bit position.
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Figure 10. Carry Ampllflcr Dclay

t'igure I l. Addcr Circult Card
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Ttre maximum add time occurs when the operands are

unequal in each bit position. This results in a carry

propagation as long as the adder.

The average add time is the result of numerous short

carries, the longest being the one defined in the section

on the average maximum carry length.

The following discussion assumes that the second

operand to arrive enters all bits simultaneously, and

that a carry is always present at the input to the least

significant bit position"

The minimum add time is almost identical to the time

shown in Figs. 6 and 7" In this case, the sum gates re-

ceive both of their inputs almost simultaneously. The

total add time woul-d be about 15 ns.

The maximum add time would include the following de-

1ays. The operand comparison circuit and carry gate

operating delay shown in Fig. 8, four times the delay for

nine gates and one amplifier, shown in Fig. 9, the delay

of nine gates obtained from Figs" 9 and I0, and the delay

of the sum inverter, shown in Fig. 7. As listed, these

delays are 20 ns, 60 ns, 10 DS, and 5 ns, or a total of

95 ns.
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The carry gate operating delay is included for only

one bit because it is assumed that all of the gates will

be turned on simultaneously. Similarly, the sum inverter

delay is included only for the bit which receives its

carry last.

The average add time also includes the delays re-

quired to set carry gates and to form the sum after the

carry has arrived, but the carry line propagation delay

is different from the delay of the maximum case. Using

the formula given earlier for the average maximum length

carry, it is found that for a 49 bit adder, the average

maximum carry length is about six bits. This gives a

carry line delay of about 6 ns,

There is also an amplifier delay, because six of

each ten six bit carries will- pass through amplifiers.

!{hen the longest carry does not pass through an amplifier,

there is still the possibility that a shorter carry will

pass through an amplifier, so the full 5 ns delay is

added to the above time to obtain the average add time.

The resulting add time is about 26 ns.

These three add times are the operating times of the

adder circuit alone. They do not consider the time
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required to get the operands to the adder and to get the

sum from the adder to a storage register. These delays

must be added to the times given previously to obtain

what is known as a hardware add time.

fhe added delay times for the other circuits in-

volved have been found to total about 40 ns. This results

in a minimum add time of 55 ns, a maximum add time of

135 ns, and an average add time of 66 ns.

Comparison of Add Times

By using the operating times given in the last sec-

tion it is possibl-e to compare the add time of the calaxy

Fast Carry Adder with the add times of the adders pre-

sented earlier. To do this, it is necessary to find the

add times of cal-axy type adders with as many bit positions

as the previous adders.

Kilburn, Edwards, and Aspinal reported an add time of

200 ns for a 20 bit adder (4, p. 573-584). This was a

maximum add time, and included the time required to get

the operands to the adder and store the sum in a register.

A Galaxy type adder would do the same operation in 100 ns.

Salter obtained an add time of 230 ns for a 68 bit
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adder (9). This time was for a maximum length carry, but

did not include the time required to get the operands to

the adder or to store the sum. A similar Galaxy type

adder would require L23 ns.

Gilchrist, Pomerene, and Wong reported an average

add time for 40 bits of 360 ns (2). This included all of

the external circuit delays. The average add time of a

40 bit Galaxy type adder woul-d be about 65 ns.

THE USE OF THE ADDER IN THE GALAXY COMPUTER

Adder Locations

The Fast Carry Adder circuit appears in several

places in the Galaxy computer. There are four separate

adders in the Galaxy computer.

The arithmetic unit contains a 49 bit adder and a

nine bit adder. These adders are used in the arithmetic

operations.

The memory address calculation unit also contains

two adders. One of these has 15 bits, the other, four.

The 15 bit adder is used in the calculation of memory

addresses and, in conjunction with certain registers, to



form a counter. The four bit adder is used

address given to the memory control system.

Packaging
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modify the

The adders used in the Galaxy computer utilize the

same construction techniques used for the other parts of

the computer. The circuits are constructed on pre-punched

glass-epoxy cards, 5 L/2,,high and B" 1ong. The cards

have 51 connector pins which are located along one 5 l/2"

edge. Twenty seven cards are held upright in a rack

which occupies 7 L/2" of space in a standard 19', relay

rack.

The components are cemented to one side of the card

with epoxy cement. connections between the components

are made by welding interconnecting 1eads to the com-

ponent leads, which protrude from the back of the card.

Teflon sreeving is used to prevent contact between reads

which must cross each other.

There are two adder card layouts. One layout con-

tains one adder bit and two register toggles. The two

register toggles are ones wtrich are permanently connected

to the adder. The other layout contains two adder bits
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on one card. With this layout, it is possible to place

the 49 bit adder and all of the external control circuits

required in one 2-l-card card rack.

A photograph of the one bit layout is shown in

Fig. 11. This card contains 62 transistors, 2l diodes,

and 76 resistors. Notice that much of the rear portion

of the card is not used. The second card layout (not

pictured) contains 110 transistors, I05 resistors, and

22 diodes.

Compact design such as this reduces lead lengths

and lowers wiring capacitance. This contributes signifi-

cantly to increasing the speed of the circuits.

SUMMARY

The need for a faster more reliable adder is the

result of two factors, greater problem volume and greater

problem complexity. Although the previous adders dis-

eussed were fast, they were neither as fast nor as re-

liable as the adder presented herein.

The main design concepts (the double rail system,

asychronism, the fast carry line) are not new. The way

in which these concepts are used is new. The manner in
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which the add end signal is generated is unique with

this adder, although the circuit used for this purpose

was used in another way in one of the adders described

earlier.

The circuits used are weII adapted to the transistors

used. The increase in speed of this adder is due partly

to the transistor current switch technique and partly to

faster transistors. The inherent reliability of the

Iogical design is enhanced by the use of worst case de-

sign techniques"

The packaging technique also plays an important roll

in the speed of the adder. Every effort is made to keep

leads as short as possible ard to minimize stray capaci-

tances.

The circuit described is for one bit position, with

or without carry amplifiers. There is no limit to the

number of bits that can be used, ds long as every tenth

one is an amplifier bit.
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APPENDIX I

Wors,t Case Design Calculat_i_qls

The part numbers in the fqflowing calculations refer

to those in the adder circuit diagram, Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

The part numbers appear as subscripts to the slzmbols

listed bel-ow.

The symbols used and their meanings are as follows:

V-- Transistor base to emitter saturation voltageBE

V__ Transistor collector to emitter saturation voltage
CE

V^^ Transistor base to col-lector saturation voltaqe
BC

V, Diode forward voltage drop

t* Resistor voltage drop

,g Transistor base current

," Transistor coll-ector current

I" Transistor emitter current

IO Diode forward current

,R Resistor current

,t +10V power supply voltage

EZ +3.4V power supply voltage

ES -10V power supply voltage

,q -lV power supply voltage

,S -4V power supply voltage

47
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A line over a parameter indicates that the value is

a maximum. A line under a parameter indicates a minimum.

The following tolerances are used:

Power supply * + 5% or t 100rnv, whichever is larger

Resistors - +lO%

Diodes and transistors - values depend on current
levels and type of device. Values
given come from test data obtained by
the Galaxy group.

In the following calculations, the resistor whose

value is being determined will be listed, followed by the

figure number in which the resistor is located. Resistors

from other identical circuits will be indicated following

the figure number.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 form a complete schematic dia-

gram of one adder bit. Although the resistor whose value

is being found is located in the indicated figure, the

parameters used in the calculations may apply to com-

ponents in one of the other two figures.

1. *zt (Fig. a) *22,R23,*z+

Let I"3Z = 2ma

Rzt = (Ez*ucrg-vrr-uuutt-tcezg-vse z) /regz ohms (1)



= (3.23+0.55-0.33-0.8-0.7-O.e5)/2 = 550 ohms

*Zt = 47O ohms

2. *tg (Fig. a) *zo

rnzg = ("2*vecg-ur1-tgutl-Veczg-t"rgz) /arrma (2)

= (3.57+0 .7-O.2-O.65-0 .57) /423 = 6.43ma

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

.nZ6 = 2tUZg = 12.86ma

-rz6=trru/Lo=1.29ma

Rtg =(-83 - Uruz6)/trru ohms

= (9.5-0.4) /1.29 = 7 .O5 k ohms

Rtg - 6.2 k ohms

3. *tt = (Fig. 3) *tz

Let lnZO = lma

Rtt = (-Es-vcu18+E4-vgE21) /'rr,, ohms

= ( 3. B-0. 1-I. I-0 .7 5) /1.O5 = I.76 k ohms

*tt =1.6kohms

4. Rro (Fig. 3)

49
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-* = (Es-%-%cl') /-*r-o ohms (7)

= (-4.2+9"5-0.35)/1.33 = 3-72 k ohms

*tO =3.3kohms

s. *g (Fis. 3)

*g = (Er-vo:-vatg)/t*ro ohms (8)

= (9. 5-5.8+1) /2.86 = 1.65 k ohms

"g =r'5kohms

6. Rrs (Fig. 3)

RrU must supply base current t, ,2g and TrO. It was

shown (calculation 1) that to do thi-s, the voltage at

Z must be at least 2.65 volts. Denote the voltage

at Z by Er, and the maximum current through R, when

U, = 2.65 volts by IRZ2*.

Rts = (El-Ez) /rr*rr* ohms

= (9.5-2.65) /7 .OB = 97O ohms

RtS = 820 ohms

7. *to (Fig. 3)

(e)



Rto = (-E3+vBE r) /'*to ohms

= (10.5+0 .9) /L = LL"4 k ohms

*tO =13kohms

B. Rra (Fig" 3)

\n = $-"*-t"*r)/(hr6+hre) ohms

= (9. 5-0.78-0 .9) / ( 1+1.41) = 3. 2 k ohms

*ta =3kohms

9 - *z (Fis. 3)

*7 = (-nr+er+or"9-rrl) /r*, ohms

= (10.5+3.57+0 "7-O.2)/O.3 = 48.6 k ohms

*z =56kohms

lO. Rs (Fis" 3) *o

*3 = $-"r-u cB) / ('rr*b) ohms

= (9. 5-3.57-0 .7) / (4+0.63) = I. 13 k ohms

Rg =lkohms

5I

( r0)

( 11)

(t2)

(1s1
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11. Rz (Fig. 3) *s

Rz = (uz-t"et q) /asq ohms

= (3.23-0.85)/L.5 = I.59 k ohms

*2 =1'3kohms

L2. *1 (Fig. 3) *4, *8, *t:

( 14)

( 1s)

( 1s)

( 16)

*t = (rz-t"ug-tr"r) /a$ ohms

= (3.23-0"85-0.65)/1.5 = 1.15 k ohms

Rt = l-kohms

13. Rzt (Fig. a) *zs

*zl = (t":s-t"ngs-vce3 ) /'rzs ohms

= (2- .85- .2) /2 = 4'15 ohms

R^- = 430 ohmszt

L4 . Rzo (Fig.  ) Rz 
s

Rz6 = ('z-o": I /rsrs ohms

= (3.23-2) /2 = 615 ohms

RZe = 560 ohms
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I5. Rg+ (Fig. s) *3s

R34 = (Er-E2-vBE42) /trn, ohms

= (9.5-3.57-0 "65)/4.5 = L.L7 k ohms

R34=lkohms

16. *sz (Fig. s) *ss

= (9. 5-0. 11-0 .86) /1.L4 = 7. 5 k ohms

R:Z - 6.8 k ohms

t7. R:r (Fig. s)

R3r = (rr_vor:) /:*il ohms

= (9.5-0.65)/LO.5 = 840 ohms

*gt = 'l5o otrms

18. Rzg (Fig. 5) R30, *17 , *tg

(17)

( 18)

( 1e)

The value of R* was chosen to be as small as could

be tolerated from a loading standpoint. This value

\^ras chosen to be 7. 5 k ohms.

19. The values of C' C2, C3, and Cn were determined by
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experimentation.

After a number of

were found to represent

along a carry line nine

number of gates between

See the parts list for values.

cal-culatLons, the following values

the lowest combination of voltages

gates long. This is the largest

amplifiers 
"

cate #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

I
Cma

31. 9

28 "14

24 "92

2L.72

L7.74

13.78

9 "84

5.91

2 "OO

1_
.bma

I.0

I.0

1.0

I.0

I.8

1"8

1"8

1.8

1"8

VCE mv

191

180

168

156

133

I15

103

B4

57

V volts
C

2.769

2.589

2.42L

2.265

2.L32

2.O17

t.914

1.830

1.77 3
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Gates
2,*8

YrqZ = 2 "96v tgSO = 1,373v

Fig" L2. Nine Gate Carry Line

Each gate statj-on consists of all of the components

shown for one carry line, FLg" 4. =+Z and Dn belong to

different amplifiers, each as shown in Fig. 5.
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APPENDIX II

Par!e__.!ist fo_r Figures_4_, 5_, en4 6

Rl, *3' *4' *6' *B' *13' *34' R:S

R2' *s

*z

*9

Rto

*11' Rtz

Rta

*1s

Rto

lkohm

1.3 k ohm

56 k ohm

1.5 k ohm

3"3 k ohm

1"6 k ohm

3kohm

B2O ohm

13 k ohm

7.5 k ohm

6.2 k ohm

47O ohm

560 ohm

430 ohm

75O ohm

6.8 k ohm

"1'
C3,

=20pf

=50pf

tz

C4

Rr-7' *rB' *2g' R:o

*19' *zo

*2r, *22, *23, *Z+

R25' Rz6

R27' Rzg

R:t

R32' *::

A1l- resistors are I/4 watt
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tI, T2, ,3, ,4, *5, *6, ,7, *g, = Fairchild s5448

t9' tr-o' 
'11' 'rz' 

tr-3' * L4' o15,

T16, TL7' 
'1g' 

T2B' T2g' f3O' ,ra,

T33' T34' T35' 
'42' 

*+z

TlB, T2O, T26, T27' T36' TSZ = Motorola 2N955

*2L, ,22, T24, T25, T3B, *39, = Fairchild 2N709

'40' 
tat

Dl, 12,D7,rB, og'rto

D:

'4' 
o6' 

'1r' 'tz
D5, Dt:

= Clevite CDG 1030

= Motorola %M5.1Az1o

= Fairchild FDG 1171A

= Clevite INBI6




